PLANNING (see also DECISION-MAKING)

"Working with Others on a Project." 28
"P. Chart" (complex, green). 45
"P. Chart: Ch. Sch." 48
"P. Chart." 89

"Component-Planning of a Program." 110

CHART: "What are the needs?..." 225

"Planning: THE FUTURIC FACTOR." 417

"... some scripture on." 435

"D-M 'Map.'" 25
"POWER: .... D-M." 226
"Agenda Humana." 210

"Humanum: Third World." 75

+ Poster #33 (= #89)

468 Experience swamped by tradition/ Tradition swamped by experience
422 Evaluation-Planning Worksheet
28 Planning, Group Process in....
777 P/Evaluation of Integration Seminars
435 P, some scriptures on
776 P, Local Church
792 P, Worksheet
263 What does a Minister Do?
779 D.MIN. Evaluation
48 Lord's Day Planning: Needs-Times-Places Grid
950 ...Process and Moses story
984 Input-output sys sophist
994 "Oh shit" cartoon
1060 Inst. Self Exam.
1074 "Pona Cycle" visual
1091 + Homer
1096 Community modeled
1101 Re-Planning
1176. ... l.c. (Chapp. Search Comm., +)
1351. Life-planning chart
1346. Cap. contract